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ABSTRACT

A scheme is proposed to incorporate satellite radiative imagery data

into the specification of initial conditions for the NMC operational

global prediction model in order to improve the analysis of divergent

wind field in the tropics. The basic assumptions are that outgoing

longwave radiation (OLR) data can provide (1) the division between convective

(upward motion) and clear sky (downward motion) areas, and (2) the height

of convection cells. The intensity of ascending motion in the convective

areas is estimated based on OLR data. The intensity of descending motion

is evaluated from the thermodynamic energy balance between radiative

cooling and adiabatic warming, since the local time change of temperature

is small in the tropics. Once the vertical motion field is determined,

the horizontal divergence field can be calculated from the mass continuity

equation. Then, the divergent part of wind is determined. The proposed

scheme is tested using the NMC analysis data set of January 21, 1985,

with satisfactory results.



I. INTRODUCTION

During the very first hours of a forecast run, the amount of condensed

water and, consequently, the amount of released latent heat are usually

too small, particularly in the tropics. This spin-up problem appears in

all forecast models, including operational ones (Girard and Jarraud,

1982; Heckley, 1985.) It is one of the most serious problems in numerical

weather prediction. This problem may be caused by inaccuracies in the

initial specification of divergence, moisture and thermal fields, and/or

due to shortcomings in the parameterization of physical processes.

Although diabatic nonlinear normal mode initialization (NNMI) schemes

are now employed at operational forecasting centers (e.g. Wergen, 1983),

the initial specification of the divergence field appears to remain

unsatisfactory due to deficiencies in the specification of diabatic heating

rates which are used in the NNMI. This observation is born out of a

recent work by Mohanty et al. (1986) in which several initialization

schemes, including diabatic NNMI methods, were tested to examine which

schemes can retain most of the analyzed divergence intensities after

initialization. It was shown that the use of diabatic NNMI with model-

generated heating rates (as practiced by many operational centers) retains

far less intensity of analyzed divergence than does the use of diabatic

NNMI with diagnosed heating rates. The diagnosed heating rates were

determined as a residual of the thermodynamic energy balance using analyzed

synoptic data. Consequently, employing this kind of diabatic heating is

not applicable to operational forecasting, since the determination of

heating requires prior knowledge of the predicted fields.

Therefore, it is clearly necessary to make use of more accurate

diabatic heating rates in conjunction with the application of NNMI to obtain
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a more reliable initial divergence field. One might suggest that the

prediction model could generate adequate diabatic heating rates, if it

were run on a continuous data assimilation mode (instead of traditional

intermittent analysis procedures), because the problem of spin-up may

not be present in a model with a continuous data assimilation mode.

This suggestion, however, seems not totally workable in view of the

present state of sophistication in the formulation of model physics.

While radiative parameterizations produce accurate estimates of solar and

infrared radiative fluxes under clear sky conditions, uncertainties exist

when cloud effects are taken into account (since the cloud calculations

are generally inaccurate). More uncertainties may exist in the evaluation

of the latent heat of condensation through cumulus parameterizations. It

is, therefore, desirable to develop a method of estimating the diabatic

heating based on other independent data sources such as radiative imagery

data from satellites and rainfall measurements. Krishnamurti et al.

(1983) describe a procedure for the estimation of rainfall rates from a

mix of satellite and rain gauge observations. Rainfall rates may be used

to estimate the release of latent heat in convective regions.

With the specification of accurate diabatic heating rates, the

application of diabatic NNMI will create a tropical divergent circulation.

However, the question still remains as to whether or not the tropical

divergent circulation thus created meets our need for an accurate initial

divergence field. On one hand, the legitimacy of Machenhauer balance

(even with diabatic effects) has been questioned in the tropics (Errico,

1984; Errico and Rasch, 1986). On the other hand, the application of

diabatic NNMI does not necessarily provide a set of initial conditions
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free from spin-up problems. As shown by Donner (1986), an additional

initialization step must be performed to modify the moisture and temperature

fields in order to initiate cumulus convection which releases the latent

heat of condensation expected under a given divergence field. The need

of data initialization for physical processes (cumulus convection in

particular) in addition to data initialization for dynamical variables

(such as mass and velocity fields) has begunto be recognized recently

as a means to solve the spin-up problem (e.g. Krishnamurti et al., 1984).

The objective analysis of mass divergence or the irrotational part

of velocity has been notoriously difficult because of its small magnitude

compared with the rotational part of velocity. In fact, the irrotational

part of velocity had been intentionally suppressed in the analysis of

wind at the National Meteorological Center by means of the Hough analysis

scheme (Flattery, 1977) until a new data assimilation scheme based on

optimum interpolation (McPherson, et al., 1979) was introduced in preparation

for the Global Weather Experiment (GWE) in 1979. The observational

efforts of GWE were unprecedented in the degree of their global coverage.

The availability of FGGE Level III analyses produced by the NMC, ECMWF,

GFDL and GLA has made it attractive to examine the question of reliability

in the mass divergence field. Many investigators (e.g. Krishnamurti and

Ramanathan, 1982; Paegle and Baker, 1982; Murakami and Ding, 1982; and

Lorenc, 1984) feel that the large-scale divergence field in the tropics

contains significantly more usable information than previously believed

observable. However, the question has been raised concerning the accuracy

of the analyzed divergent wind field on a daily basis. For example,

Julian (1985) indicates that a significant disparity exists between the
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divergent wind analyses produced by the various centers, for scales

smaller than approximately zonal wavenumber 10.

Kasahara et al. (1986) investigated the question of reliability in

the analysis of tropospheric mean vertical motion field on a daily basis

in conjunction with the evaluation of global diabatic heating rates

using the ECMWF Level III b analyses. As a measure of verification,

infrared and visible radiometric imagery data from the TIROS N polar-

orbiting satellite are compared with the distributions of diabatic heating

and vertical velocity. Satellite radiometric data have been used by many

investigators to estimate rainfall rates in the tropics (e.g. Griffith

et al., 1978; Stout et al., 1979; Richards and Arkin, 1981). These are

based on the idea that deep convective clouds having higher tops (low

temperatures) may produce more rain and on findings that the regions of

rainfall tend to be correlated with bright (visible) and cold (infrared) clouds.

Kasahara et al. (1986) demonstrated that a stratification of radiative

imagery data in terms of cloud types helps to establish useful relationships

between infrared radiance and vertical motion. Nevertheless, the best

correlation coefficient between IR temperature Te and the lower tropospheric

mean vertical -velocity Ha during the two 15-day periods for the

northern hemisphere winter and summer in 1979 was 0.53. This value may be

compared with the correlation coefficients (CC) obtained by other

investigators when comparing infrared satellite data with observed rainfall

rates. Although the range of values quoted in the literature varies

widely, the maximum values are approximately 0.8 (e.g. Griffith et al.;

Arkin, 1979). If we allow the hypothesis that satellite imagery data are

as strongly correlated with vertical motions as are rainfall rates, then we
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can interpret the difference in the CC values of 0.5 and 0.8 as an indication

of inaccuracy in the vertical motion fields of the FGGE analyses for these

periods. Note that vertical motions are quantities diagnosed from the analyses

rather than ground truths measured directly by instruments. It is well

known that the analysis of tropical wind fields is difficult due to the

complicated relationship between the mass and velocity fields (Daley,

1985). Significant improvements are required in both the quality and

quantity of the current meteorological observations in order to analyze

accurately the irrotational part of the velocity in the tropics. At this

point, it seems worthwhile to consider using satellite radiative imagery

data to improve the analysis of the vertical motion field in the tropics.

Julian (1984) proposed a scheme to estimate the divergent wind by

transforming the satellite infrared radiation pattern into the velocity potential.

The purpose of this study is to propose a different procedure of

estimating the divergent wind component in the tropics based on satellite

radiometric imagery data.

2. Satellite radiometric data and synoptic background

In this study, as satellite radiometric imagery data, we use daytime

and nighttime outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data on 2.5° longitude-

latitude grids processed from measurements taken by the NOAA polar orbiters

(Gruber and Krueger, 1984). The use of these data as radiometric imagery

data is made, not because these data are ideally suited for this study,

but because they are readily available and provide a data set to formulate

basic algorithms which can be improved later when more suitable radiometric

data become available. In fact, the use of polar orbiter data is rather

inconvenient for numerical weather prediction. Since the polar orbiters

are sun-synchronous, the data for a given longitude represent a picture
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at local standard time, which is dependent upon the equator crossing

times of a particular spacecraft. In order to interpolate a data set for

a standard map time of, say 1200 GMT, the daytime and nighttime measurements

are linearly weighted according to the time of equator crossing. In this

study, we adopted a procedure similar to one described in Julian (1984)

to obtain interpolated 1200 GMT data from the daytime and nighttime flux

data. The infrared data F, given in units of Wm-2, are converted to

equivalent blackbody temperature Te using F = V-Te4, where 0- = 5.6693 x 10- 8

Wm-2 K-4.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of 258K - Te for 1200 GMT, January 21, 1985.

The constant value of 258K is chosen based on Kasahara et al. (1986), in

which this constant value represents a threshold IR temperature separating

the ascending and descending motion areas in the tropics. It

will be assumed here that the positive (negative) areas delineated by

solid (dashed) lines correspond to those of ascending (descending) motion.

We see that the positive areas generally correspond to the intertropical

convergence zone, which is shifted to the south of the equator during a

boreal winter. The negative areas generally corrrespond to the subtropical

highs, as seen in Fig. 2 which shows the stream function r at the sigma
level G" 0.583 for 1200 GMT January 21, 1985. The synoptic data used in

this study were produced at the National Meteorological Center (c.f. Dey

and Morone, 1985). Note that in Fig. 2 the subtropical high areas in the

southern hemisphere are represented by minima in the stream function 

field. In order to identify mid-latitude disturbances, the troughs (ridges)

are denoted by solid (dashed) lines.

Figure 3 shows the analyzed vertical p-velocity G (_ d /cd )

at the level > =0.500 for the same date, where refers to the
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pressure and t denotes time. We see an organized vertical motion

pattern in the mid-latitudes, upward (downward) motion in front of the troughs

(ridges) or behind the ridges (troughs). In the tropics, say between

25°N to 25°S, the pattern of vertical motion resembles somewhat the OLR

pattern, but the 6 -field over the South America, Atlantic and East

Indies contains intense small scale irregularities.

Figure 4 shows the initialized W, produced operationally at NMC

by diabatic nonlinear normal mode initialization (B. Ballish, personal

communication ). We see that the t -pattern in the mid-latitudes

after initialization is enhanced compared with Fig. 3. However, the CJ -pattern

in the tropics after initialization becomes rather smooth and no longer

appears similar to the satellite imagery pattern in Fig. 1. Since there

is no reason to expect that the magnitude of vertical velocity in the

tropics is so small compared with that of vertical motions in the mid-latitudes,

the initialized CJ-pattern in the tropics is clearly unrealistic. We

therefore propose in the following an algorithm to modify the vertical

motion field in a manner consistent with the satellite imagery data.

3. Determination of GO in descending motion areas.

We assume that the areas where Te > 258K are those of descending

motion. The thermodynamic energy equation of the NMC operational global

spectral model (Sela, 1980) can be written in the form

_T_TA j _(4 = Oj t - t I apt 1 = (3.1)

where T, V and C) denote, respectively, the temperature, surface

pressure and vertical p -velocity ( - d At ). The vertical

coordinate O' is defined by t/ . The individual derivative
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with respect to time t is represented by / - V c

where V and V denote, respectively, the horizontal velocity and

horizontal gradient operator expressed in spherical coordinates

in longitude N and latitude + . The term v/V represents

horizontal advection. In (3.1), F denotes a static stability of the form

-i RT _ T (3.2)

where R and Cp represent, respectively, the gas constant and the specific

heat of dry air at constant pressure. The right-hand side of (3.1)

denotes the diabatic heating rate.

If we disregard diurnal variations, the time rates of change in T

and in the tropics are small. Fig. 5 shows the difference in the

temperature T at '- =0.583 between January 21-22, 1985, both at 1200 GMT.

While in the mid-latitudes, temperature changes in one day are on the

order of 10K, they are on the order of 1K in the tropics.

With the assumptions that /t = in (3.1), we obtain a

diagnostic equation for in the form

-= |- TT1 (3.3)

This equation will be used to determine the value of WJ in the descending

motion areas.

Since the magnitude of the diabatic heating rate Q/C is also on the
P

order of 1K, one may ask why Q/Cp is kept, but not /t . The

principle of data initialization is to adjust the initial conditions so that

high-frequency oscillations do not develop during time integrations.

Since the value of ) is unknown in (3.1), while Q/Cp,'VT and V'°f4

are given by the analysis, we must ascertain that the determination of fO
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will not cause large values of */t . The simplest way to ensure

that / is bounded is to set T/t to be zero. If one wishes

to improve this constraint, it is possible to formulate a improved

constraint by way of the bounded derivative approach (Kasahara, 1982).

The diabatic heating rate Q/Cp in the NMC global spectral model is

calculated as the sum of various heating/cooling rates, involving the

shortwave and longwave radiation, release of latent heat of condensation

and sensible heat transfer from the earth surface. Radiative calculations

utilize a zonal distribution of clouds (Campana, 1986). Since we are

concerned with the determination of (A) in cloud-free areas, we can ignore

the effect of clouds in the radiation calculations for the present purpose.

We also ignore the effect of shortwave absorption in the atmosphere,

since we are not considering the effect of diurnal variations in the

temperature field. The transfer of sensible heat from the earth surface

can be a significant source of heating/cooling in the mid-latitudes. In

the tropics, however, the sensible heat transfer effect is small in general,

since air-sea temperature differences are usually small over the tropical

oceans. Clearly, the longwave cooling term dominates in the diabatic

heating rate Q/Cp in (3.3) in cloud-free regions in the tropics. Hence,

for the evaluation of C0 in descending motion areas, we will consider

only the longwave cooling effect in Q/Cp.

4. Determination of6 in ascending motion areas

We assume that the areas where Te ( 258 K are those of moist

convection and ascending motion, i.e. 0. < O . We also assume the top

of convection to be determined by the pressure level p corresponding

to the value of Te in tropical mean soundings. Between and 

we assume that the profile of 6) is given by
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I've-) = F (G- , tr PO 1/ (4.1)

where F represents a profile function of a- between -'= and =¥/ .

The determination of F in convective areas is divided into two steps.

In the first step, we assume that the profile function F is represented

by a parabola in the form

F- @^e~~as-(w)/(h/) , (4.2)
where

(4.3a)

GT fn Ad0f (v r (4.3b)

and Co m denotes the minimum value (since to is negative in the ascending

region) at Z = ZT/2.

The value of ~Om is determined by

tam= 1 (Ts - (4.4)

where TSH denotes the threshold temperature of 258K separating the

ascending and descending regions. The coefficent 0 is chosen to be

-0.675 x 10- 4 hPa sec-1 K-1 after Kasahara et al. (1986).

In the second step, the profiles of (A) in the ascending regions are

further modified after imposing the conservation condition of total

horizontal divergence, which will be discussed in the next section.

Therefore, the final profiles of () in the ascending regions after the

second step will be slightly different from the form (4.2) assumed in the

first step.
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Above the top of convection, T , the CJ values are unchanged

from those with which we started. In the synoptic example, which we will

describe later, we use the initialized At field as the starting point

from which modifications are made in the tropical belt.

The C0 -field is modified according to (3.3) and (4.1) at all levels

except for the two lowest sigma levels and stratospheric levels. At the

lowest sigma level (-= t) and levels above a- =0.140, I is left

unmodified. At the second lowest sigma level, &J is left unchanged

in descending regions; in ascending regions, the new CJ is the average of

the old G) and new to as given by (4.1).

5. Determination of a new divergent wind field

Once the & -field is modified, the horizontal divergence *= lV

is calculated from

t - * i ( 9so \VVL '\r A . (5.1)
It is an integral equation and a finite-difference algorithm is used to

solve for D at discrete model levels. Only the rotational part of wind

velocity is used to calculate Va .

We must ensure that the new divergence field is well blended with the

old divergence field. At the first two rows inside the southern and northern

boundaries of the tropical belt, the new D values are weighted by 1/3 and

2/3, respectively, to the old D values. This gives a smooth transition

from the old D values outside of the tropical belt to the new D values inside.

A gradual vertical transition in the divergence field is made by

weighting the new and old D values by factors of 2/3 and 1/3, respectively, at the

lowest two levels adjacent to the ground.

The divergence field outside of the tropical belt remains unchanged
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after modification. This means that the area integral of D at each level

within the tropical belt should not change, since the global area integration

of D must vanish. In order to ensure the conservation of total divergence

within the tropical belt, the final D values are adjusted by a weight in

proportion to the magnitude of D. Let Do and Dm denote the divergence

before and after modification, respectively. Also, let

Ath- \x xn\ 
(5.2)

then the final D values are calculated from

D - 0 or r=
(5.3)

where

'D oe_ (;(tr )oA Vt>~ !! /i e (ClSijQs (5.4)

and the integration domain S refers to the area of the tropical belt.

The velocity potential I is calculated from

D _ 7 v I(5.5)

and the eastward and northward wind components u and v are calculated from

U ="Alli + _

X alLO T ae t v )(5.6)

The stream function 3 remains unchanged, so that the change in

the wind velocity is due only to the new divergent component of wind.

The Co -field is then recalculated from (5.1) using the new wind

field v obtained from (5.6). Thus the final (J -field will be

slightly different from the blended 4) -field after combining the

descending and ascending branches of C) as described in Sections 3 and 4.
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6. Synoptic example

We shall continue to use the same synoptic case of 1200 GMT January 21,

1985 (as described in Section 2) in order to present the results of applying

the modification process to the divergent wind field in the tropical belt

between 23.7°N and S. We adopt the operationally initialized fields to be

the analysis set upon which divergence modifications are made. One

could choose the uninitialized fields to be the starting analysis.

However, the initialized CO fields in the mid-latitudes are superior

to the uninitialized fields. This is also the case for the divergence field.

Fig. 6 shows the blended 4 -field at a- =0.500 after the modification

process described in Sections 3, 4 and 5. This particular level of CO

was chosen for presentation because the consequences of Cj -field

blending can be seen clearly in mid-tropospheric levels.

(a) Flow patterns at the level 0'- =0.250

First, let us present the results of modification at the upper

tropospheric level, Q- =0.250.

Fig. 7a shows the blended divergence field, which should be compared

with Figs. 7b and 7c for the analyzed and initialized divergence

fields, respectively, at the same level. No changes are made outside of

the tropical belt, so we will confine the following discussions of

comparison to the tropical belt. The blended divergence field resembles

more closely the analyzed field than the initialized field. For

example, strong divergence areas are seen in both Figs. 7a and b over

South America, the central to western Pacific Ocean, South Africa and other

regions; these exhibit good correspondence with the deep convective areas

seen on the satellite imagery pattern (Fig. 1). However, the analyzed

D field contains a great deal of small-scale irregularities. In
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particular, rather intense irregularities are seen over New Guinea

where a high mountain peak (1954 m) exists. It is likely that this

mountain peak is causing these intense irregularities whether they are

real or not. The small-scale irregularities are much reduced in the

initialized D field. A clearer indication of the changes after

modification is seen in Fig. 8a, which shows the blended divergent wind

velocity field. This figure should be compared with Figs. 8b and c for

the analyzed and initialized divergent wind fields, respectively, at the

same level. The arrow shown on the right bottom of the figures denotes a

vector length of 25m sec- 1. Fig. 8a shows more organized divergent motion

over South America, Southwest Pacific Ocean , Indian Ocean, South Africa

and other regions than Figs. 8b and c. However, the magnitude of the

blended divergent wind over the Pacific (the western Indian Ocean) is

smaller (larger) than that of the analyzed and initialized divergent

wind over the same areas.

We will now examine the velocity potential Z field obtained from

the relationship (5.5). Figs. 9a and b show the blended and analyzed

fields, respectively. Major changes in the blended % fields are (1)

the reduction of positive values over the North Atlantic and the Northeast

Pacific off the west coast of the U.S., and reduction of negative values over

New Guinea, Phillipine and Borneo Islands, and (2) the intensification

of positive values over the Indian Ocean and North Africa. These changes

are expected from the incorporation of deep convection information seen

in Fig. 1.

Figs. 10a and b show the differences between the blended and analyzed

divergent wind components uD and vD, respectively. The contour intervals
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are 2 m sec- 1. We see very small changes outside of the tropical

belt, as expected. The differences in uD range from -18 to 10 m sec-1;

for vD the range is from -18 to 20 m sec-1. Except for a few locations

over the oceans, the differences are generally smaller than 10 m sec-1.

Fig. 11a and b show the differences between the initialized and analyzed

divergent wind components uD and VD, respectively. We see that the

initialization alters the divergent velocity components in the range of

+ 6 m sec- 1. Most of the initialization changes occur in the tropical

belt.

Figures 12a and b show the total wind velocity components u and v

after blending. The total wind velocity is the sum of the blended

divergent wind velocity \/V and the analyzed rotational velocity ,

of which the latter is unchanged by the modification.

Although the blending process yields larger changes in the divergent

velocity field than does the initialization process, the fact that the

initialization does not provide a satisfactory adjustment to the divergent

velocity field implies that the impact of the blending process upon the

analyzed divergent velocity field is expected to be larger than the impact

of the initialization. Moreover, the magnitude of changes in the wind

velocity is still very much smaller than the total wind velocity itself.

Although we should compare the blended total wind field with

observations used in the objective analysis, the impact of the blending

process upon the divergent wind field may be considered to be within

analysis uncertainties.

(b) Flow patterns at the level d- =0.917

We now present the results of modification at a lower tropospheric

level, 6- =0.917, for the same case. This is the second lowest model level.
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Fig. 13a shows the blended divergence field, which should be

compared with Figs. 13b and c for the analyzed and initialized divergence

fields, respectively. We see no changes outside of the tropical belt, as

expected. The blended divergence field shows a much smoother pattern than

the analyzed and initialized divergence fields. A closer examination,

however, reveals that convergence areas are generally associated with the

convective areas seen in Fig. 1.

We see more clearly the benefit of the blending process by examining

the divergent velocity field. Fig. 14a shows the blended divergent wind

velocity field, which should be compared with the analyzed and initialized

divergent wind velocity fields in Figs. 14b and c. Neither the analyzed

nor the initialized fields exhibit a clear indication of lower level

convergence associated with the convective areas seen in Fig. 1.

We can also see the, beneficial impact of the blending process at this

level by comparing Figs. 15a and b, which show the blended and analyzed

%-fields, respectively. The superposition of Fig. 15a with Fig. 14a

helps to identify the areas of convergence and divergence more easily

than looking at the blended divergence field of Fig. 13a.

Figs. 16a and b show the differences between the blended and analyzed

divergent velocity components uD and VD, respectively.

The contour intervals are 2 m sec- . The differences in uD range

from -8 to 10 m sec-1; for vD the range is from -6 to 8 m sec- 1.

These differences are compared with the differences between the initialized

and analyzed divergent velocity components uD and VD, shown on Figs.

17a and b, respectively. Note that the contour intervals used in Figs.

17a and b are 0.5 m sec-1. The range of u differences is from -5.0

-16-
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to 4.5 m sec- 1 , and that of vD differences is -4.5 to 5.5 m sec- 1 .

Although the impact of the blending process on the divergent wind at

this level is slightly larger than that of the initialization, the modification

required for the divergent wind velocity is within analysis uncertainties.

(c) Flow patterns at the level G" =0.583

Since the ascending motions in deep convective areas in the tropics

reach their maximum values in the mid-troposphere, and the descending

motions in cloud-free areas are generally weak, it is reasonable to expect

that the divergence is small in the tropical mid-troposphere.

Figs. 18a, b and c show, respectively, the blended, analyzed and initialized

divergence fields at 6' =0.583. In contrast to the blended divergence

field, both the analyzed and initialized fields contain small-scale

irregularities with rather large magnitudes.

Fig. 19a shows the blended divergent wind velocity field, which

should be compared with the analyzed divergent wind velocity field in

Fig. 19b. The analyzed divergent wind field in the tropics is clearly

unreasonable, having a rather intense disorganized pattern. The initialized

divergent wind field, which is not shown, exhibits about the same

appearence as the analyzed divergent wind field in the tropics.

The blending process eliminated these intense tropical irregularities.

Elimination of the noise in the mid-tropospheric divergence field should allow

deep cumulus convection to occur when the lower and upper level divergent

flow conditions are favorable.

7. Discussion

The procedure for modifying divergent motion in the tropics described
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here produces a new tropical divergent wind field which appears to be an

improvement over the initialized divergent wind field. At present, the

degree of improvement rests upon a synoptic judgement that the modified

divergent wind field should be consistent with the deep tropical convection

seen from satellite imagery cloud patterns. Clearly, we need a more

quantitative appraisal of improvement to judge the effectiveness of the

proposed scheme. Since the final product is the total wind field, we

can ask how well the blended wind field will fit the observations. Of

course, we must use all wind observations, including those rejected

during the data assimilation cycle, since it may be possible that data

are rejected due to their poor fit to first guess values rather than

their being inaccurate observations.

Ultimately, the quality of the blended wind field must be judged by

making a forecast. Since we have modified the divergent wind

field after the operational initialization, we must reinitialize the flow

before a model run. One way to keep the blended divergence field along

with the rotational wind field and temperature field (ignoring the question

of the moisture field for a moment) is to apply the nonlinear normal mode

initialization scheme in reverse so that the diabatic heating term

in the initialization is determined as a residual. If such a diagnostically

determined diabatic heating pattern were identical to the diabatic

heating rate produced by the prediction model initially, then the blended

divergence field would smoothly evolve with time during a model run.

However, this situation will not happen unless the problem of physical

initialization discussed in the Introduction can be solved. Meanwhile, we

must resort to a temporal expedient to force the model to accept the specified

initial conditions.
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In Kasahara et al. (1986), we described a diagnostic method to

evaluate diabatic heating rates as a residue of the thermodynamic equation

using a time sequence of global analyses. Here, we will apply a similar

technique to evaluate the initial diabatic heating term Q/Cp based on (3.1).

The local time rate of change in temperature ( YT /at ) will be estimated

from the forward time tendency AT/At/ using two analyzed

temperature fields of At apart. With reference to Fig. 5, our first

experiment will be made using At =24 hours. A similar method will be

used to estimate ~ At/t . Once these initial tendencies are

obtained from the forward time differences, the rest of the terms on the

left-hand side of (3.1) will be calculated using the initial conditions.

Hence, the initial heating term Q/Cp can be obtained.

The diagnosed heating rate Q/Cp will be specified during the time

integration for a period of say, 6 hours, replacing the model generated

diabatic heating term in the thermodynamic equation. Beyond the initial

forcing period, the model generated heating rate will be used. This

type of nudging has been applied successfully in forecast experiments.

In order to augment diabatic heating rates during the spin-up period,

Danard (1985) replaced the model generated condensation heating during

the first six hours of the forecast period by an estimated heating from

satellite infrared imagery data. T. Kudo, M. Ueno and T. Taira (of the

Japan Meteorological Agency) also reported the beneficial effect of

condensation heat nudging (Personal communication, 1986). They forced

the prediction model for the first hour by using diagnosed condensation

heating rates estimated from a combination of observed precipitation

and satellite radiative imagery data.
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We assumed in this study that the 2.50 resolution NOAA polar orbiter

OLR data can provide (1) the division between convective (upward motion)

and clear sky (downward motion) areas and (2) the height of convection

cells. While the second assumption is less objectionable, the first assumption

may be more problematic. As seen from Fig. 1, the 258K contours delineate

the regions of upward and downward motions. Since the contour intervals are

5K in temperature, the use of a threshold temperature which differs from

258K by a few degrees may not change the overall pattern of the blended

divergence field due to the conservation constraint on the total divergence

in the tropical belt. The problem, however, is that the 2.5° resolution

data may be more appropriate to resolve a planetary-scale vertical motion

field than it is to represent small tropical disturbances. Although it

is questionable whether or not the operationally analyzed divergence

field can realistically describe the vertical motion fields associated

with cloud clusters in the tropics, the resolution of satellite OLR data

should be fine enough to identify the spatial scale of cloud clusters.

Related to the question of horizontal resolution of OLR data is a

question concerning the time resolution of OLR data. We used

in this test example OLR data interpolated from daytime and nighttime

measurements to coincide with a synoptic map time. Although this procedure

may be adequate for the 2.5° resolution data, multiple polar-orbiting satellite

measurements with a more refined time-interpolation scheme are needed to

identify the vertical motion field on the scale of cloud clusters. We will

explore the use of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-WEST

(GOES-W) data archived at the Colorado State University for the same

test date. Although the GOES data cover only a portion of the globe, the
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improved resolution in both space and time are needed to investigate the

importance of small-scale vertical motion for numerical weather prediction

in the tropics.

8. Conclusions

The divergent (irrotational) part of wind velocity is crucial for

describing major features of the tropical circulation. However, accurate

analysis of the divergent wind field is difficult in the tropics due to the

complicated relationship between the mass and velocity fields. The current

operational initialization procedure adds an additional difficulty; it

significantly reduces the intensity of vertical circulations in the

tropics.

In this report, we proposed a scheme to infer the divergent wind

field in the tropics based on the 2.5° resolution NOAA polar orbiter OLR

data. The scheme is regarded as a modification to the initialized divergent

wind field in the tropics. Briefly speaking, the modification procedure

is as follows: The intensity of ascending motion in deep convective

areas is determined from a relationship between vertical motion and

infrared equivalent blackbody temperature. The intensity of descending

motion is estimated from the thermodynamic balance between radiative

cooling and adiabatic warming, since the local time change of temperature

is small in the tropics. Once the vertical motion field is determined,

the horizontal divergence field can be calculated from the mass continuity

equation; thus, the divergent part of wind is obtained.

This scheme was applied to the NMC analysis data set of January 21, 1985.

The magnitude of change in the divergent wind field is on the order of

analysis uncertainty. Hence, the modified divergent wind field is an
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improvement over the existing analysis, since additional OLR information

is incorporated in the final product.

The scheme described here can be looked upon as a means of quality

control for analysis of the divergent wind field. Also, the proposed

scheme can be incorporated into the current objective analysis-initialization

procedure. Future directions of research to improve upon the proposed

scheme are discussed in Section 7.
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LEGENDS

Fig. 1. Pattern of 258K - Te, where Te is IR temperature in K for 1200

GMT, January 21, 1985. Contour interval is 5K. Positive (negative)

areas delineated by solid (dashed) lines are those colder (warmer)

than 258K.

Fig. 2. Stream function Y at the sigma level - =0.583 for 1200 GMT,

January 21, 1985.

Fig. 3. Analyzed vertical ' -velocity (hPa sec-1) at the level

6- =0.500 for the same date as in Fig.2.

Fig. 4. Initialized vertical ~ -velocity (hPa sec- 1) at the same level

and date as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. One day temperature difference (K) at A" =0.583 between January

22-21, 1985 both at 1200 GMT.

Fig. 6. Blended C) -field (hPa sec- 1) at O-=0.500 for 1200 GMT, January 21,

1985. Compare this figure with Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 7. (a) Blended divergence field (sec-1 ) at 0 =0.250 for 1200 GMT

January 21, 1985. (b) Analyzed divergence field (sec-1) at the same

level and date as (a). (c) Initialized divergence field (sec- 1)

corresponding to (b).

Fig. 8. (a) Blended divergent wind velocity field (m sec-1) at 6 =0.250

for 1200 GMT January 21, 1985. (b) Analyzed divergent velocity field

at the same level and date as (a). (c) Initialized divergent velocity

field corresponding to (b).

Fig. 9. (a) Blended velocity potential field derived from the blended

divergence field shown in Fig. 7a. (b) Analyzed velocity potential

field derived from the analyzed divergence field shown in Fig. 7b.
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Fig. 10. (a) Difference field (m sec- 1) between the blended and analyzed

east-west divergent velocity components at 6" =0.250. (b) Same as (a),

but for the north-south velocity component.

Fig. 11. (a) Difference field (m sec- 1) between the initialized and

analyzed east-west divergent velocity components at G- =0.250. (b) Same

as (a), but for the north-south velocity component.

Fig. 12. (a) Total wind u velocity component (m sec 1 ) after the divergence

blending at 0 =0.250. (b) Same as (a), but for the v velocity

component (m sec-1).

Fig. 13. (a) Blended divergence field (m sec-1 ) at G- =0.917. (b) Analyzed

divergence field at the same level as (a). (c) Initialized divergence

field corresponding to (b).

Fig. 14. (a) Blended divergent wind velocity field (m sec- 1) at IF =0.917.

(b) Analyzed divergent velocity field at the same level as (a).

(c) Initialized divergent velocity field corresponding to (b).

Fig. 15. (a) Blended velocity potential field derived from the blended

divergence field shown in Fig. 13a. (b) Analyzed velocity

potential field derived from the analyzed divergence field shown in

Fig. 13b.

Fig. 16. (a) Difference fields (m sec- 1) between the blended and analyzed

east-west divergent velocity components at '- =0.917. (b) Same as (a),

but for the north-south component.

Fig. 17. (a) Difference field (m sec-1) between the initialized and

analyzed east-west divergent velocity components at 6" =0.917.

(b) Same as (a), but for the north-south velocity component.
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Fig. 18. (a) Blended divergence field (sec- 1) at '- =0.583. (b) Analyzed

divergence field at the same level as (a). (c) Initialized divergence

field corresponding to (b).

Fig. 19. (a) Blended divergent wind velocity field (m sec- 1) at 0" =0.583.

(b) Analyzed divergent velocity field corresponding to (a).
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1. " C h -o L) IHOU ... ,., .... _ - . u , . HI
86 so. 1 . 74 180. 270. 1 7

- C0NT0UR FROM -18.000 TO 10.000 CONTO0UR I-NTERVRL 0F 2.0000 PT(3.3)= 1.7396 ( se )

se. 

-V I\ 7 , I M U I I , 1 i .o1 f 1 /C) C t _- . U.... I IL~ F ! ELI v b i I / I - ./ ! J i J-- _U

1e

9G. u

60. 

:n,

o.

-30 .

-60.

-90.
,0.

60o.

O.

- 30.

- 60.

- su go 1 o 67 18go. 270. 1o30~~To o. 267 mo. -1. o.

CONTOUR FROM -20.000 TO 18.000 CONTOUR INTERVRL OF 2.0000 PT13.3]= -1.1296 ( sec' )
P- '. lo b Blended- An>lyt3 ed trp dtverjent ve/ocitycom, oi et. =o. 250



UKH(12Z, 9 I -- R) LEVEL

=--J - I ,1 I:t:-q, 1 , Z , I I , ,14
1.53 9 0 .- 1.85

CONTOUR FROM -6.0000 TO

F,¥j.I I ,. Ini-iti eli3ed

VKH(12Z, 9 I -

-14 1/21/85 SIG=0,250

I I I I I I I ; I g l* I tS I Hl

)~- ~ 180. 270. 1 a

6.0000 CONTOUR INTERVRL 0F 2.0000 PTi3.3$= 1.4453 (9m sec")

- Analjet, utp diver.ent vet,,ty copo,.nent. O-;O2so

R) LEVEL 14 1/21/85 SIG=0o250

xyQ>ZD9--c .. . -t C)

;o-o °o g

0. 90. - 1 96 180. 270. 1. -1360.

C0NT0UR FROM -6.0000 TO 6.0000 CONTOUR INTERVRL OF 2.0000 PT(3.3)= -0.90060 ( SI ,ec,)

r:,a II * Iiit-,'i;ed- Aa ,lynedo WV d/verqe,, veLocdy compone#e. r=O.-2so

90.

-90. P

0.

90.

60.

30.

-30.

-60.

90.

el - -- z_-



l (1. 2 F-VI I:) LEV' LL l '4 1 /11 / i , I -i ', ] '1/2 i/'{35) I= I --0 =1 7;5.I7

0o. 1 5 . 10. 270. 360.

C0NT0UR FR0M -30.000 TO 100.00 - C0NT0UR INTERVRL 0F 5.0000 PT(3,3)=- 6.-1709

F( . i9_ 0,. Bleided +o'ta- wund t., corpone"t (,m- rec-'). o-=o. 25 0O

V (12zLRFTVI) LEVEL i"lI/21-~ I-. ,/ 8E 5 i[>O-- . kEG-, -

270.

PT(3,3)= -7.6776

sec-'). (J=0.250

9C.

3L.

30.

O.

-30.

-60.

-90.

90.

so. I

30.

30.

O. .

-30.

-60.

-90.
0. - 90. 180.

CONT0UR FR0M -45.000 T0 50.000 C0NTOUR INTERVRL 0F 5.0000

F-i 12 b Blen(ed tolat . wind Vt corpohen't ('

360.



LI \V .: :--- V I /

90.

60.

30.

0.

-30.

LEVE EL

-60. F( ~ -90 --:'L - 1: ;-. '7I-----h-,-<' " ' " ' -90. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -
0. 90. -1d - 270. 360.

ONTOUR FROM -0.12000E-03 TO 0.75000E-04 CONTOUR [NTERVRL OF 0.50000E-05 PT13.3)z 0.11121E-05 LABELS SCRLED B 0.0000E+07

Fi~. 13 a, Blenole-d otllvcrgence 'I) ' a.- a-= o. ?/7

DIV(12Z7,RNR. ) LEVEL

90.

60.

30.

0.

-30.

-60.

2 1/21/85 SIG=Oo. 917

- ~ ~ ~ ~ g C)

-90. --Z _ -
0. 90. * 'o71 0 IUoo. so. . 0m~~~~ 2-70. 360.

CONTOUR FROM -0.12000E-03 TO 0.65000E-04 CONTOUR INTERVRL OF 0.50000E-05 PT(3.3)= 0.19430E-05 LRBELS SCRLED BY O.10000E+07

Fg. 13b Ana/yj3ed 4ivergece D - ¢ o':=O. I7

2 l/ L I 8 I Si-I FC! 57I



DIVE([12Z 9 IN) AT LEVEL

90.

60.

30.

2 1/21/85 SIG:OG917

-30. k- c'I *'

-60. '-J Q

~.,

-90. I 
O.

CONTOUR FROM -0.12000E-03 TO

90.

0.75000E-04 CONTOUR

-1Ui .o 270. 360.

INTERVAL OF 0.50000E-05 PT(3.31= 0.11121E-05 LRBELS SCALED BY 0.10000E+07

InitliaLi3ed diver11ece D1FT{S. l3 C

m A f

at o-= o. ?'7.



UvK,,H ( 12ZI F1FTV I LE VEL I/ I/21/85 5IG= 0.917
90.

60.

30.

0.

-30.

-60.

-90.
0 90. 180. 270.

pf. 4o. PIeiioleo4 dilrt jtnt V efIca 7I i tt O~- . c/ 7

UVKH(12ZRNR. ) LEVEL 2 1/21/85 SI6:0.917

90.

60.

30.

0.

-30.

-60.

-90.

360.

'm sea
o. 25o02

MRXIMUM VECTOR

90. 180. 270.

Fig. (4 b ayic ,'Ivr)L v,,oti? t :--
'360.

-I
0. 2OEo02 in SeC

MRXIH1U :/FfVC TOR

[_-T.. --- !.'Li
'- ' ~ rzr'i" I 'ri'LE I i . ' I ' . I " " i

l- .'. . .. .. . . .. .

I- -

-· ' '- ' - ;'.. -. . .: '.. . . . . .

0.



UVKH(12Z INI. ) LEVEL 2 1/21/85 SIG=0o917

_ ,, ------ ---- ,-30. ' -. _ -:,- ,.. -', . ':,:°-
* / ~ ~.; -".. : '. :"'"*..

60.

3. k-.- ~ .~. -- --/ "w '"" -~ '- -' J"~' I '-.'~ ...- "- / g_:,-'-~ ~' .. , ' ' /'

0. 90 . 270. 6.

t"_"'."''x; '~' \'/'' ~fc,2A',,4_t , ', ' ',;' ......... I ' -",, ._i;', ...U-.', ~'/..-~/' . \~ ..-(; .... J ..... /.',,~.''.- '- ~'- /I ,"_ ,'" /__/ _,:_ ..
:' '\'' . \ -- 'C" '--",.. , 'r '.,- -': , ..... ! , " '. ) ......-'1' ,, LJ, , ...-.--, A,.,.......................................... :', ..: ,~,-,, ,,,, t.:. , ....... '.,'~:/..............................,.-.l-30 -'/' ,;-/ ':-.' -.;'~k 't ' ' "\ ....... ' ; .; -;,, ''' .. ._. , .t ..

t --t.> , ,?- .. .... ",-, -_"r .... *.-.'' , . .... ~- .l- ~--' -,-
-60. - - ?; * .-: L: - - , ~.'' ·- "....""'" " /"'%....;"........./"- ''. ;,,:: ,, ..*-- -::. -,:: ::'.: _ ,:.:. -:-:-
-60. ' '~ , ' ' , . . , , . .I.........

O . 90. 1 80. 270. 360.

Fig 14 C. In-jatl 3eo( dtJ ret velocity oo 0.250Es02 ee
MRXIUM V'ECTOR



- VH[f 12 P RFT1-V), LEVEL 2 1/2 1 / , Sl - - n .9172 I / /~ ~·,-u jI")-~j. 91) I 

l ].J' - f I I I I I .I 1 1 1 1. 1
0. 90. 10. 270. 

NTOUR FROM -0.12000E+08 TO O.15000E+08 CONTOUR INTERVAL OF 0.1000IE+07 PT(3.3)= 0.33899E+07 LRBELS SCRLEO BY 0.10000E-04 -

F;{ I15 . Ileneoe Vetocity po teidi a* oo.?*7

KH ( 12Z 9 RNR. ) LEVEL 2 1/21/85 S I G=O 917f .90. . .

60.
,--' , 4.,.,--------------- '

30.

O.

- 30.

- 60.

-- 90. 1 I I I I _ I l_-r I I I-'I-TF I T- '+ - - I I I I I I I
O. 90. 180. 270. 360.

aNT0UR FROM -0. 10000E+08 T0 0.90000E+07 CONTOUR INTERVRL OF O.10000E+07 PT(3.3)= 0.35457E+07 LRBELS SCRLED BY O.10000E-03

Fi . I 57 b Ancijeel vetociy poieni;at at a= o. 9/7

qu.

GO.

30.

O.0.-30.

- cc). 

-I



UKH (1 2Z, M - RA) LEVEL -2 11/2185 SIG=0.917

5 o90. 180. 1. 62 270.- 360.

CONTOUR FROM -8.0000 .TO fO.000 CONTOUR INTERVRL OF 2.0000 PT(3.3)= -1.0479 O- = 0.1 /7
a. I Blended- An'l ,3eo Yivere ent wid g t velocii, component.

- t~c sec')
VKH (12_,M - R)VI:LEVEL 2 1/21/85 SIO. 917

I | I t3U |] |I I ! J r l . I I T-
X~~~~. = = - H

, > m- 's n v<, % o - 9° C- Eo C k 

2 .

10,. I I I I IJ

O. 90. 180. 270. 360.

CONTOUR FROM -6.0000 TO 8.0000 CONTOUR INTERVRL OF 2.0000 FT[3i3;= 0.60359 = . / 7

F,$. 6 b Iblended- tAnaled dve rent zinol v Vf(ooi copmpomeo e.
[f -Te

90.

1

60.

30o

O.

I .

-30.

-60.

-90. '- L
0. -

:-,.,~-' 4.

3.

-51

3.

'90

6O

31

-30

-69

-90



UKH(12Z9, I - A) LEVEL - 2 1/21/85 SIG=0.917

-90. _ -
o.-o 90(

- Pa. 7-

© 90. 180.

C0NT0UR FR0M -5.0000 T0 4.5000 - C0NT0UR INTERVRL 0F 0.50000

o.. ],ni.:;asd- le /4 a,¥i.'vereo- wiaid ec

VKH(12Z, 9 I - R) LEVEL

90. r

270. 360.

PT(3.3)= -0.85384 0-=o. 17

vetoc/dy coMpo (n e''. )
(,m s ~ec-9)

2 1/21/85 5IG-0o917

0. 90. 180. 270.

C0NT0UR FROM -4.5000 TO 5.5000 CONT0UR INTERVRL OF 0.50000 PT(3,3)
=

-0.30983E-01

F9,' . 7 b' Initaf e.d-Ana,,e/ i, ,',., s,,:, ve/ ",y cowpoe,,,,t.

I2-

Im - 1 - - - ] ,., I I , , 1 I I I

o . o

2 ~ 1 = - "Ll



\i.V- I 1: ' f- !-' V I LEVEL

;o'.

60.

30.

O.

-30.

-60.

8 ] I/ 1/ 1 ,S ' l G= r 5 8i

), 1 -' r ~ - ----~- -
-90. '- ........

0. 90. 180.

ONT0UR .FR0M -0.45000E-Oq T0 0.45000E-04 C0NTOUR INTERVRL 0F 0.50000E-05

Ft-. I 0- a 1Beniedl divergencee D mta -r

270. 1 1 ' 360.

PT(3.31= 0.33893E-05 LRBELS SCRLED BY 0.IOOOOE+08

= o. Po 3.

DIV ( 12Z,

90.

60.

30.

30, 

O.

-30.

-60.

ANR. ) LEVEL 8 1/21/85 SIG=-.583

-90.. 1' i .,-ZI I rI- ---- I---_L--I--
* 0. 90. 1 

C0NTOUR FROM -0.60000E-04 TO 0.70000E-04 C0NT0UR INTERVRL OF

Fl: . I b inaly3 ecd 4t1ver9ence D

360.-

0.50000E-05 PT(3.3)= 0.37267E-05 LRBELS SCRLEO BY 0.10000E+08

ct 0-= 0. 5-£3



- DIVE(12Z, IN) AT LEVEL
90.

60.

30.

0.

-30.

-60.

-90.

8 1/21/85 SIG0.583

0.

C0NTO0UR FROM -0.60000E-04

Fig. I!?c

so90. - 180. 27.- 145 360.

T0 0.55000E-04 CONTOUR INTERVRL OF 0.50000E-05 PT(3.3)= 0.33893E-05 LRBELS SCRLED BY 0.10000E+08

Initiai 3jed c d'veroence ) aIt 0o--0. 5'03.


